PRODUCTS

WIDOPAN Stone carpet
Decorative
and high-grade

The WIDOPAN Stone carpet is
a high-grade alternative
to all coatings and can be used
on all WIDOPAN liquid plastic
sealings.

PRODUCTS

More than 30 years of
success and efficiency
in reconstruction and
rehabilitation
The WIDOPAN Stone carpet is a jointless and
open-pored floor covering for both the interior and
exterior zones. The stone carpet consists of natural
marble grit and a transparent binding agent. The
open-pored structure is sound-absorbing, and the
marble pebbles provide a comfortable and safe
sensation for walking.

Stone carpet made of marble
grit and 1K-PU binding agent
The following tools and working appliances are
required for stone carpet production:
Mixing drum
Distance spreading knife for homogeneous
dispensation

Smoothing trowel for laying and compacting
Mixing blunger for mixing the
binding agent with the marble grit
Work gloves
In order to fully prepare the mixture, 25 kg of marble
grit (1 sack), of grit size 1-4mm, are mixed with 2 kg
“Binding agent for stone carpet” (1K-PU). This
corresponds to a binding agent contingent of 8%.
The mixture is spread flat onto the floor using either
a distance or a screed spreading knife and is
transferred homogeneously to all corners.
The two distance pins on the side of the spreading knife
guarantee a homogenous application.
The surface is compacted and smoothed using uniform
pressure application by a smoothing trowel.
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Notice
In order to spread and smooth the mixture, first cant the trowel
and work only with its edge. When compacting, use the flat
side of the trowel as much as possible. The best results are
achieved when the trowel lies completely flat.
To prevent the adhesion of the applied marble grit onto the
trowel, moisten the underpart with “Pril water”.

Usage
For a layer thickness of approx. 8 mm, ca. 16 kg/m2 of the
finished mixture is necessary. The side bounds are best set
using Schlüter racks which can be glued using hot glue from a
hot glue gun or an adhesive from a cartridge in such a manner,
that water can still escape underneath the profile.

Liquid plastic for
rehabilitation and
reconstruction
Joint sealing Flat
roof
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